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Introduction to the NPG
• The National Pathology Group (“NPG”) is the official subgroup for
pathology of the South African Medical Association (“SAMA”) and is
affiliated to SAMA.
• Membership is open to all pathologists who are registered with the
Health Professions Council of South Africa (“HPCSA”) and who are
members of SAMA.
• The NPG has approximately 295 members of all disciplines in
pathology and this membership is widely distributed in South
Africa.
• The prime purpose of the NPG is to promote specific standards in
pathology, with the objective of improving the quality and
availability of diagnostic pathology services.
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The role of pathologists
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What is pathology?
• Pathology is the cornerstone of medical care.
“… as is your pathology so is your medicine”
Sir William Osler 1849 – 1919
• The role of pathology in medical care has increased in importance
as a medical diagnostic tool.
• Appropriate pathology testing influences up to 70% of diagnoses.
Approximately 20% of pathology tests are requested to monitor
and manage the progress of a disease or condition (prognosis).
• Pathology contributes significantly to cost-effective patient care.
The discipline is critical in the medical care of all patients, not only
in the active diagnosis of patients, but also for evaluating the
effectiveness of treatment.
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If pathologists didn’t exist
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Pathologists’ training
• Pathologists are trained initially as doctors (MBBCh), and this
consists of five or six years of pre-graduate tertiary education. An
internship of one or two years follows. All medical doctors are
furthermore obligated to perform two years of community service.
• Only subsequent to this, can the pathologist specialise in the
chosen discipline. This can only occur at a facility attached to a
medical faculty. This requires another four or five years of study at a
postgraduate facility.
• In totality the completion of pathology training takes approximately
15 years.
• Many pathologists then super-specialise in various sub-disciplines
of pathology.
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The pathology sub-disciplines
Pathology is a specialty consisting of various registrable “disciplines” in
laboratory medicine. These are:
•

•

•

Anatomical pathology, also called histopathology and cytopathology. An
anatomical pathologist examines tissue samples, including cytology specimens.
The possible diagnosis covers the full spectrum of medicine including
inflammatory conditions as well as benign and malignant neoplasms and all organ
systems.
Chemical pathology. This discipline focuses on the biochemistry of the human
body. It involves the understanding of endocrinology, electrolyte disturbances,
inherited metabolic disorders and allergy testing to name a few.
Hematology. This discipline includes the performance and interpretation of full
blood counts, clotting profiles, bone marrow biopsies and the management of an
anticoagulation clinic.
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The pathology sub-disciplines
•

•
•

Medical Microbiology. The primary function of a medical microbiology laboratory
is to isolate and identify pathogens from patient specimens, and to perform
antimicrobial sensitivity testing. With increasing drug-resistance amongst
microorganisms, the microbiologist is becoming an important player in antibiotic
stewardship to prevent the indiscriminate and sometimes inappropriate use of
antibiotics, especially in the hospital and intensive care setting. Microbiologists
also report on serology tests and molecular pathology.
Virology. This discipline focuses on the study of viruses.
Forensic pathology. Forensic pathology is defined as that branch of pathology that
serves to assist or facilitate a legal process or investigation. The main aim of the
forensic pathologist is to determine the cause of death in suspicious cases of
suspected unnatural death. This is most probably the best-known pathology
discipline as it is often dramatized in television series like CSI; this has also exposed
the lay public to techniques and terminology, like DNA fingerprinting.
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The pathology sub-disciplines
•

•

Neuropathology. This super-specialisation focuses on diseases of the central and
peripheral nervous system, as well as muscular disorders. Certain of the pathology
disciplines are so specialised that they are referred to super-sepcialities.
Molecular pathology and genetics. Molecular diagnostic tests identify and analyse
genetic sequences, biomarkers, metabolites and other molecules for disease
information. Molecular diagnostics are the frontier of science in the sense that it
can identify whether an individual has a predisposition to a disease, the
effectiveness of specific drug therapy and the precise nature of a disease or the
disease severity. Results from molecular tests are also available more rapidly than
conventional laboratory methods. A well-known example of molecular tests which
have revolutionised traditional treatment pathways is the BRCA 1 and 2 tests
which test for genetic markers which show whether or not patients are susceptible
to breast cancer.
Note that molecular diagnostics is predominantly the field of expertise of
scientists as opposed to pathologists.
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The role of pathologists
• Pathology is par excellence a referral specialty. Many other
specialists routinely see patients ‘off the street’, but this is a rarity
in pathology. A pathologist is a specialist registered medical doctor,
who comments, advises, and makes diagnoses.
• The primary role of the pathologist is to oversee and take
professional responsibility for a diagnostic pathology laboratory.
This includes the technical aspects of the tests being performed,
quality control and the overall structure and functioning of the
pathology laboratory. The training of pathologists places them in
the unique position to advise about appropriate patient testing and
care. They understand both the clinical environment (i.e. the
environment within which patients are treated and cared for) and
the laboratory.
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The role of pathologists
• The pathologist’s specialist knowledge allows him/her to innovate
and develop specific tests in response to South African and African
healthcare needs. A medical laboratory technologist, technician or
medical scientist cannot replace this level of skill. The pathologist
forms the bridge between the clinician and the laboratory. This is
where the training, skill and focus of the pathologist lie.
• It is a unique set of qualifications to enable diagnostic patient care.
• Due to their training and skills, a key component of the work of a
pathologist is to communicate with referring doctors about specific
patients and/or broad disease processes.
• Pathologists from different sub-disciplines frequently consult one
another to discuss patient results and diagnostic enquiries from
clinicians.
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Example 3: Histopathology
A brief presentation by
Anil Bramdev
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Responsibilities of an
Anatomical Pathologist
• Anatomical Pathologists, also referred to
as Histopathologist, has the primary
responsibility of making a diagnosis of a
disease by analysing tissue samples.
• Conditions diagnosed incl cancer.
• Usually this involves biopsy specimens
which may either be needle biopsies or
excisional biopsies.
• In addition to biopsy specimens, the
Histopathologist also analyses body fluids
and smears.
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TISSUE BIOPSY
Multidisciplinary Consultation
-

Review of medical history
Blood chemistry
Serological tests
Microbiology
Radiological features

TISSUE EXAMINATION

SPECIAL INVESTIATIONS

- Consultations with physicians,
surgeons, radiologists, microbiologists
etc if required.

DIAGNOSIS
CONFIRM
DIAGNOSIS

INFLUENCE MEDICAL
AND SURGICAL
TREATMENT

PREDICTS PATIENT
PROGNOSIS/DISEASE
OUTCOME
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What happens to a Specimen when it
reaches the Laboratory?
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Macroscopic examination is standardised
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TISSUE
PROCESSING

Tissue processing results in the sampled tissue
being impregnated with paraffin wax.
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MICROTOMING

The embedded tissue is
then cut on a microtome –
thin enough to allow light
to pass through the tissue
(3-5 microns)
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The tissue sections are then
picked up onto glass slides
after being floated out in a
waterbath.
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TISSUE STAINING

COVERSLIPPING

Tissue staining allows pathologists to view
the different components of cells within
tissues.
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Every slide produced is
analysed by a qualified
pathologist – who interprets
and generates a report specific
to each case and patient.
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Role of the Pathologist:
Determining the Diagnosis
• Once the slide is examined the pathologist has to
make a diagnosis of the underlying disease.
• This may involve an infection, degenerative disease
or cancer.
• To make a diagnosis on a specific organ the
pathologist has to be aware of what is normal as well
as how the abnormalities would present itself.
• In the index case in question, the following are the
images under the microscope.
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The stained and coverslipped
slides are reviewed for quality
assurance and then dispatched
to the reporting pathologist.
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Role of the Pathologist:
Grading Tumours
• In addition to making the diagnosis of the type of
tumour, the next step for the pathologist is to
grade the tumour.
• The tumour can be graded into either low or high
grade.
• This will determine the outcome or prognosis.
• The pathologist needs to comment on the
excision margins to determine whether the
tumour has been adequately removed.
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Role of the Pathologist:
Assisting the Oncologist
• In this index case further tests needs to be done
after a diagnosis is made to assist the oncologist
in managing the patient.
• In this case it involves molecular and special
studies.
• The following slides illustrate the stains
performed.
• This information is crucial in assisting the
oncologist in planning treatment and the
utilization of specific drugs which are targeted for
specific tumours.
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Special investigations are undertaken – which allow for treatment
planning for patients:

Oestrogen receptor study predicts
the responsiveness of tumours cells
to anti-oestrogen agents.
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Special investigations are undertaken – which allow for treatment
planning for patients:

Tests investigating for underlying tumour cell mutations are
also now considered STANDARD BEST PRACTICE.
Molecular studies for HER2/neu gene are required in order to
predict response to the drug HERCEPTIN © (trastuzumab)
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Final Histopathology Report
•
•
•
•
•

Breast Duct Adeno Carcinoma
3cm diameter (T2)
Low grade
Excision complete
ER/PR/Her 2 positive
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TISSUE/TUMOUR
SAMPLE

SPECIAL
INVESTIGATIONS:

MACROSCOPIC
ASSESSMENT

Histochemical stains
Immunohistochemistry
Genetic studies

MICROSCOPIC
ASSESSMENT

FINAL DIAGNOSTIC
HISTOLOGY REPORT
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Role of the Pathologist:
Smear Analysis
• In addition to analysing biopsy specimens,
analysis of smears is another responsibility of an
anatomical pathologist.
• An example of this is the PAP Smear which is a
screen test for cancer of the cervix.
• The following slides illustrate an example of a PAP
smear.
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Cytology Smear Analysis

NORMAL PAP SMEAR

ABNORMAL PAP SMEAR
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Role of the Pathologist:
Frozen Sections
• Another important role of a pathologist is to perform
frozen sections. This involves being present in theatre
when the patient is being operated upon.
• The pathologist analyses the tissue samples and gives
an immediate diagnosis. The surgeon involved then can
act immediately while the patient is still under
anaesthetic.
• This has an advantage in that it saves cost as only one
anaesthetic needs to be done.
• It also helps to appropriately manage the patient while
under the anaesthetic.
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CRYOSTAT (-25 degrees Celsius)

Frozen Section

RAPID DIAGNOSIS INFLUENCING
SURGICAL MANAGEMENT.
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Example 2: Chemical pathology
A brief presentation by
David Rambau
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Role of Chemical Pathologist
•
•
•
•

Advising Clinicians in test Selection
Reviewing Results.
Interpretation of Results
Dynamic Function testing
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Advisory Services

A patient who had Thyrodectomy followed by Ablative
therapy had the following thyroid function tests.
The Clinician was unhappy with the results and wanted
therapy adjustment.
TSH < 0.01 IU/mL (RR 3.5 – 5)
FT4 24 pmol/L (RR 10 – 22)
Advise: Therapy and additional test, Thyroglobulin
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Reviewing Results
• Setting up auto-verification rules:
– Based on clinical knowledge of diseases.
– Technical method performance
– Available Clinical information.

• Pathologist Verifying Results:
– Consultation with Clinicians
– Available Clinical information (request form)
– Previous results (historical data)
– Current Combination of test results
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Interpretation of results
•
•
•
•

Clinical Information
Biological Variation
Uncertainty of measurement
Reference Change Value(RCV)

Cholesterol monitoring:
Commonly physicians will alter cholesterol therapy based on
numerically different cholesterol results e.g.
Pre-treatment Cholesterol level 6.0 mmol/L
Statin therapy
4 weeks later Cholesterol level 7.1 mmol/L
Uncertainty 3% Cvi = 6.1% RCV = 21%
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Dynamic Functions Tests - Patient
Interaction
• Endocrine Failure– Stimulation tests e.g. ACTH stimulation.
A 45 year old female patient with Cortisol of < 27 nmol/L and
unmeasurable ACTH. The patient was taking a pill for her skin
condition for a long time. The physician suspected Secondary
adrenal failure and referred the patient to a pathologist for
dynamic function test. After discussion, ACTH was decided on.
- A short ACTH stimulation had no response.
- A long ACTH stimulation was decided on.
- Pituitary stimulation test – showed very brisk response.
This was a result of pituitary suppression from the steroid therapy
•
•
•

Endocrine Excess– Suppression tests e.g. Dexamethazone Suppression test.
Water deprivation test – Diabetes Insipidus
Water Loading test – SIADH
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Example 3: Medical microbiology
A brief presentation by
Shameema Khan
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By way of introduction
What is Medical Microbiology?

It is that branch of pathology concerned with the
•
•
•

diagnosis,
treatment and
prevention of infectious diseases
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This speciality involves the 4 types of organisms
which cause infections, that is:
•

Bacteria – this is referred to as bacteriology

•

Viruses – referred to as virology (and this
includes HIV)

•

Parasites – referred to as parasitology

•

Fungi – referred to as mycology
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The study of these infections involves:
1. Staining and cultures of samples, to assess whether infection is
present or not. If bacteria are present, these will be identified and
tests performed to assess whether they are susceptible to
antibiotics.
2. Secondly, infections can also be diagnosed by using molecular
methods. These in general are more rapid, and more accurate
methods used specifically to diagnose certain infections such as
viruses and Mycobacterium tuberculosis which may takes week to
grow on cultures. Molecular methods are also used to monitor
certain infections by performing viral loads such as in HIV to assess
whether ARVs are working.
3. The third method used to diagnose infection is detection of
antibodies. This falls in the subsection of SEROLOGY, which detects
antibodies not only to infective organisms, for example HIV,
Rubella, and Hepatitis viruses, but is also used to diagnose noninfective conditions such as lupus.
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In addition to infections,
microbiologists are also involved in the
fields of allergies and
immunodeficiency conditions.
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So what do we do?

1. In the laboratory, qualified technologists
analyse patient samples on a 24/7 basis.
•
•

•
•

•

The medical microbiologist gets involved once the results are
available for clinical action (this may be a preliminary or final result).
All results are verified by a medical microbiologist. This ensures that
the results are correct, and allows the medical microbiologist to
interpret the findings, and add interpretative comments, and
therapeutic advice on the reports.
These comments may include, for example, the suggested antibiotic
with the correct dose and duration the antibiotic should be given for.
It is vitally important that the report for the various healthcare
providers caring for patients are presented in a clear, concise and
clinically relevant manner.
This verification process of laboratory results, in general takes up
about 50% of time of a Medical Microbiologist.
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2. Clinicians phone for consultations with a
Microbiologists on a wide range of issues
• The other 50% of our time is to serve as consultants for all
healthcare providers. For example, how to diagnose and the
treatment of infective endocarditis, which antibiotic to use
as therapy for certain infections, which antibiotic to use
before the laboratory results are available, what dose to
use, which drugs to use in ARV regimens etc.
• Clinicians also phone to discuss which tests to perform to
confirm their suspected clinical diagnosis.
• In some situations, these clinical consultations may involve
ward rounds with the clinical team responsible for the
patient.
• These telephonic consultations account for about 20% of
our working day.
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3. About 20% of our working day is to
phone out life-threatening results to the
clinician. This includes
•
•
•
•
•

all cases of meningitis,
positive blood cultures (better known as
septicaemia),
rubella infections in pregnancy,
recent hepatitis virus infections, and
infections caused by resistant bacteria which may
not respond to the normally used antibiotics.
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• Thus, Clinical liaison of the medical microbiologists with the
clinician is done at any time during the day, either
proactively or at the clinician’s request.
• At each clinical interfacing opportunity, focus is placed on
the entire clinical context and not necessarily the
microbiology/virology result related to the patient.
• As for example, during the Ebola scare in Durban one had to
take into consideration the travel history, the signs and
symptoms of the patient before testing for the Ebola virus.
• Testing of many patients was refused because it did not fit
the clinical picture of an Ebola infection.
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4. About 5% – 10% of our time is involved in
management issues, which include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

human resources;
IT;
instrument placement;
reagent changes;
implementation of new tests; and
deleting obsolete tests.
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5. Medical Microbiologists also offer a
consultative service on hospital
infection prevention and control:
• This entails regular meetings with the different
infection control personnel of the multiple private
hospitals.
• These meetings occur at the premises of various
private hospitals.
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6. Most hospitals have antibiotic
stewardship meetings which we are
actively involved in. Apart from
consulting and giving various talks on
appropriate management to doctors, we
train nurses and pharmacists on
antibiotic management to work in a
multidisciplinary team to manage
infections in a patient.
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7. Lastly, microbiology is an evolving field
with new organisms and superbugs
emerging. These are difficult to treat
infections and guidelines are updated
continuously.
In keeping up with new bugs and
treatment, pathology practices publish
therapeutic guidelines for the multiple
infections which are provided to all
clinicians.
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In conclusion
Medical microbiology is about managing the
patient's infection-related
o diagnostic,
o
therapeutic and
o
infection control needs.
A result is only meaningful based on the
clinical interpretation by a medical
microbiologist.
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Laboratory professionals
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Professionals employed in labs
• Pathology laboratories in South Africa are primarily, though not
exclusively, staffed with practicing medical professionals registered
with the Health Professions Council of South Africa.
• Pathology and laboratory medicine, like many other health care
disciplines, is heavily regulated in South Africa.
• The principal statutes and ethical codes that apply to the
workforces include, but are not limited to, the National Health Act
61, 2004; The Human Tissue Act 65, 1983; the Human Tissue
Amendment Act 51, 1989 and the Health Professions Act 56, 1974.
• These, and other Acts, have resulted in a hierarchy of job categories
relevant to the staffing of pathology laboratories.
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Professionals employed in labs
• Most employment job categories necessary for the provision of
diagnostic pathology laboratory services fall under the auspices of
the Professional Board for Medical Technology of the HPCSA.
However, a few job categories fall under the auspices of the
Medical and Dental Professions Board.
• The HPCSA offers these practitioners professional status, inclusive
of the right to practise the profession that he/she is qualified for;
the assurance that no unqualified person may practise these
professions; and credibility as a competent practitioner who may
command a reward for his/her services. All matters affecting
education and training, as well as the professional conduct and
practice of the relevant professions, are the responsibility of the
Professional Boards.
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Professionals employed in labs
The hierarchy of primary employment categories in pathology
laboratories that require registration with the HPCSA Board of Medical
Technology are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Medical Laboratory Scientists (BHSc)
Medical Technologists
Medical Technicians
Phlebotomy Technicians (a sub-category of the above)
Laboratory Assistants

Employment categories in pathology laboratories which require
registration with other regulatory boards / bodies are as follows:
•
•
•

Medical Biological Scientists (Medical and Dental Professions Board of the HPCSA)
Registered Nurses (South African Nursing Council)
Enrolled Nurses (South African Nursing Council)
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Employment statistics
Professionals active in- and employed by NPG members
Total number of employees

10,000+ (excluding pathologists)

Total number of pathologists

295 (including part-time)

Breakdown of employees:
Laboratory technologists

3000 (+-)

Laboratory technicians

1000+

Phlebotomy technicians

200+

Medical Scientists
Nursing Sisters

50 (+-)
3000 (+-)
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What happens in practice?
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Specimen collection
Specimen collection generally
• Doctors in clinical practice refer patient specimens to a laboratory.
This choice is based on the availability of a specific relevant
pathology discipline that may be required, the proximity of a
pathology laboratory to a practice, service levels of laboratories,
such as turnaround time and expertise of the pathologist in the
specific sub-discipline.
• The clinician is able to select how urgently the specimen is handled
and analysed. This does not influence the price charged at all.
• No practitioner may receive and financial gain for referring any
patient to a laboratory
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Specimen collection
Specimens collected personally by referring doctors
• The referring doctor selects the tests required based on the
examination of the patient and a provisional diagnosis and requests
the tests from a laboratory.
• Practitioners usually request tests using a laboratory request form
containing “tick boxes”. These allow the practitioner to select from
groups of tests or alternatively individual tests.
• The use of tick boxes ensures clarity and reduces the transcription
errors during the data capture process within the laboratory.
• Many different laboratory request forms exist. These range from
individual request forms based on a specific practitioner’s
requirements to a “standardised request form” based on a reduced
list of tests.
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Specimen collection
• Blank forms can also be used by practitioners but experience shows
that increased numbers of tests are requested when using this
method due to lack of certainty.
• Varying numbers of specimens are collected by doctors themselves
from patients
• Informed consent is obtained by the treating practitioner, who,
under the National Health Act has to include a discussion of the
patient’s health status and the diagnostic and treatment options
available to him or her.
• These Specimens are then collected by the laboratory and
transported to the nearest laboratory or regional depot using a
complex courier system.
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Specimen collection
Specimen collection by laboratory personnel (hospital ward or depot)
Doctors request tests on patients in hospital or by referring patients to
a laboratory depot. Instructions in-hospital may be written or verbal
during a patient ward round or requested telephonically.
• Informed consent is obtained from the patient at the laboratory
depot or by the laboratory nursing sister visiting the ward, provided
that the patient is capable of providing legally valid consent.
• Specimens are collected by the nursing sisters in the ward and are
transported to the laboratory. This may be on a routine ward visit
basis or on an individualised basis when urgent / STAT tests are
required. A complex courier system is used to ensure secure and
timeous transport so that there is no deterioration of the specimen.
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Specimen collection
• Many patient specimens are also collected at the pathology
laboratory depots. In this instance there is a direct interaction
between staff employed by the laboratory and the patient. The
service for urgent specimens extends to nursing sisters of the
laboratory visiting the patients in the wards on a ‘as required’ basis
to collect specimens and personally transport to the laboratory.
• Laboratory personnel collecting specimens from patients directly
obtain signed informed consent.
• Results are reported to the referring clinician using a number of
different methods depending on the urgency of the result including
electronic reporting, fax, telephone calls and sms notifications.
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Specimen processing
Data Capture
• Data capture includes patient demographics, tests requested,
clinical detail of the patient and ICD10 codes (if supplied) and detail
of the referring doctor as well as the degree of urgency.
• Data is captured at source of collection to reduce error or
immediately when the specimens arrive at the depot / laboratory
from distant sites.
• All request forms are scanned to ensure an adequate record and
audit trail.
• Specimens are then transported to a laboratory for analysis. There
is an extensive transport network extending from motorbike
couriers, to cars, to air transport.
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Specimen processing
Where does analysis occur?
• Specimen analysis happens in a continuum of environments,
starting with very basic point of care / service tests (POC or POS) or
the hospital STAT (urgent) laboratory to the local depot or regional
laboratory and finally the central ‘core’ processing laboratory.
• The level of automation generally increases as the specimen moves
up the chain to the core laboratory. Smaller branch laboratories
supply more limited ranges of tests.
• So-called STAT (emergency) laboratory services have an even
smaller range. The focus is primarily on rapid turn-around time to
ensure availability of results in the shortest possible time. STAT
testing in hospitals is offered on a 24-hour, 365-day basis.
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Specimen processing
• Some tests are manually performed and are very labour intensive,
while others have become more automated.
• Instrumentation used can vary from high throughput analytical
instruments that are able to sample small specimen volumes and
analyse multiple elements in the blood to equipment doing
individual testing.

• Examples of analyses done are: blood electrolytes, blood lipids, liver
enzymes, markers of inflammation (e.g. C reactive protein), markers
of tumour activity (e.g. prostate specific antigen) and markers of
myocardial damage (e.g. troponins).
• International instrument manufacturers produce high quality,
automated, computer interfaced instruments.
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Specimen processing
• It is more cost-effective to centralise laboratory testing which has
less urgency.
• Laboratory services are available 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.
Not all laboratories will offer these services, but the core
laboratories will do so as will many regional and STAT laboratories.
• Laboratories are dependant on information technology systems
allowing a seamless integration of results and patient data. This
allows results to be overseen where the pathologist is not physically
present at a specific site. It also ensures availability of a result at a
physical site closest to where the report is required. This could be
within a doctor’s office or in a hospital ward or intensive care unit.
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Results
• The role of the pathologist is the integration of all aspects of
laboratory analysis and diagnosis and service.
• Pathologists create the overall structure within which analytical
processes occur and supervise other professionals to ensure that
this happens. This includes the management structure, selection of
appropriate test methodologies, equipment and reagents and the
constant evaluation of the quality control of results being produced.
• The pathologist sets the limits of normality of a test result and
defines the level of urgency for reporting when test results fall
outside given ranges.
• Pathologists view results and often add individualised comments
that assist in the diagnostic interpretation of the result. They then
authorise (verify) these results.
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Results
• A key component of the work of a pathologist is to communicate
with referring doctors about individual diagnoses or disease
patterns. Pathologists spend many hours of the day telephonically
communicating with colleagues.
• Individuals in the various sub disciplines of pathology within a
practice frequently consult one another to discuss patient results
and diagnostic enquiries from clinicians. This can only occur in a
multidisciplinary practice.
• Some disciplines of pathology require specific interaction with
every single specimen analysed.
• This is predominantly histopathology where a pathologist reports
on every case.
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Some notable facts
Quality and coverage: contribution of NPG to access to services

Accreditation

90% of all existing facilities

Courier km's travelled per month

3,500,000

Tests done per day

300,000+

Number of patients serviced per day

60,000+

Rural penetration of services

28% of all tests

Tests done in-hospital

44% of all tests
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Consolidation
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Consolidation of laboratory services
• The larger pathology practices began their existence up to 90 years
ago. They have grown from 1 or 2-person practices to where they
are today. Individual practices have amalgamated over the years to
achieve quality, availability, and range of tests and rapidity of
analysis. This improves patient care.
• Based on the discussions above in the disciplines of pathology, the
highly skilled human resources, and high technology, all in response
to the development of healthcare services and disease patterns, the
centralisation of pathology services are logical.
• This has also occurred within the National Health Laboratory
Services (NHLS), which is the sole provider of pathology
laboratory services to the public sector.
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Consolidation of laboratory services
• Greater diagnostic demands have resulted in pathologist subspecialists developing. Practices now require numbers of
pathologists to represent all pathology disciplines. Pathology
practices are now by necessity, multidisciplinary, due to tests often
being requested across a wide variety of pathology disciplines in a
single test request form.
• Most staff involved in a pathology laboratory are highly trained. The
salary costs are commensurate with their scarcity and ability.
• Medical knowledge and skills have increased dramatically over the
last century. Patient diagnostic needs have grown. Increased and
more sophisticated demands are placed on professionals. This has
necessitated pathologists qualifying in a single sub-specialty of
pathology to ensure the best quality of care of patients.
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Consolidation of laboratory services
• Pathology practices must supply tests ranging from basic (routine),
to highly sophisticated. Practices have been forced to amalgamate
due to cost pressures to be able to survive while taking advantage
of economies of scale brought about by amalgamation.
• In the process of these practices becoming much larger, the patient
has benefited significantly. Turn-around times have decreased and
a broader range of tests has become available improving diagnostic
accuracy and patient care.
• Inevitably laboratory expenses have increased significantly due to
the poor parity value of the Rand with international currencies and
the scarcity of skilled labour. All pathology equipment and reagents
are imported. Many more diagnostic tests are available, but can
often only be done in small runs of a few specimens.
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Consolidation of laboratory services
• To ensure adequate quality, specimen runs need to be consolidated
(combined). This is achieved by centralising specimens to core
laboratories.
• A significant infrastructure is required to transport specimens in a
secure, appropriate and timeous fashion and to deliver reports to
the treating practitioners (clinicians). Fuel and insurance costs also
add to the costs of rendering pathology services.
• The development of information technology has made results
available far more widely and quickly than ever before and results
may be accessed instantaneously by using on-line facilities. This is
only possible through the use of large, complex and expensive
information systems that, in themselves, require significant
infrastructure and expertise to manage.
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Accreditation
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Laboratory Accreditation
Presentation by
David Rambau
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Laboratory Accreditation
What is Laboratory Accreditation?
• It is a formal recognition of competence, by an authoritative third
party. It is about Laboratory’s competence in producing consistent
and reliable results/measurements for a defined set of methods/
activities, providing means for customers to identify and select
reliable testing, measurement services to meet their needs.
• Conformity assessment to ISO 15189 & 22870 Standards.
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Laboratory Accreditation
• South African private healthcare is ranked 6th best in the world
according to The International Monitor Group.
• ILAC together with the International Standards Organisation (“ISO”)
developed ISO 17025 and thereafter ISO 15189 which is a standard
that specifies the requirements for quality and competence for
testing and later sector specific for medical laboratories.
• In particular it requires the laboratory to implement a quality
management system aimed at improving its ability to consistently
produce reliable and valid result. Accreditation means that the
laboratory can demonstrate competence and conformance to an
international standard.
• In 2000 South African Private Laboratories were the first to
embrace accreditation by SANAS.
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Why Medical Laboratory
Accreditation?
• 'It is in the interests of patients,
of society, and of governments
that clinical laboratories operate
at high standards of professional
and technical competence...
• It is in the interests of competent
laboratories that their
competence is verified through a
process of inspection,
comparison against appropriate
standards, as a confirmation of
their good standing
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ISO 15189 as the
standard of choice
• IFCC recognises that this Standard (ISO 15189)
encompasses all the assessment criteria specified in the
policy statement and as such should form the basis for
accreditation of laboratories
• focuses on the patient outcome without downgrading the
need for accuracy of measurements
• emphasizes not only the quality of the measurement but
of the total service of a medical laboratory (consultation,
turn around time, cost effectiveness etc.)
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The Purpose of ISO 15189
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ISO 15189 – its requirements
Management requirements
1. Organisation and management responsibility
2. Quality management system
3. Document control
4. Service agreements

Technical requirements
1. Personnel
2. Accommodation and environmental
conditions

5. Examination by referral laboratories

3. Laboratory equipment, reagents and
consumables

6. External services and supplies

4. Pre-examination processes

7. Advisory services

5. Examination processes

8. Resolution of complaints

6. Ensuring the quality of examination results

9. Identification and control of nonconformities

7. Post-examination processes

10. Corrective action

8. Reporting of results

11. Preventive action

9. Laboratory information management

12. Continual improvement
13. Control of records
14. Internal audits
15. Management review
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Laboratory Accreditation
Meausurement Quality

UNCERTAINTY OF MEASUREMENT
Internal Quality Control
1.
2.
3.
4.

Independent Materials.
Long stability Period 18 – 24 months.
Shared by international peers
Available, easily accessible database of QC

Traceability
1.
2.
3.
4.

Measurement performed against a scale of a higher order
Determines extent of results comparability
Traceability to International Units means International results comparability
External Quality Control/Proficiency testing is done to confirm this.
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Impact of Proficiency Testing

Clinica Chimica Acta 2013;pp 63 – 71.
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Accreditation
• Upon satisfactory assessment, the laboratory is issued a
Certificate of Accreditation along with a Scope of Accreditation
listing the test methods that the laboratory is accredited to
perform. The accreditation is four years with an annual or two
yearly monitoring assessment. To renew accreditation, a
laboratory must demonstrate that it continues to satisfy all ISO
15189 requirements for accreditation.
• Pathology Laboratories are the ONLY health discipline that
undergoes accreditation.
• Accredited Laboratories in South Africa
– home.sanas.co.za
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Utilisation
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Utilisation of laboratory services
Presentation by
Andrew Good
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• Prognosys / Lifechoice is a consultancy with actuarial, clinical and
data warehousing expertise
• Prognosys / Lifechoice has been assisting NPG contextualise
pathology trends since 2010
“Working together to ensure sustainable healthcare”

• We produce an annual report (5 year review) using best available
public data.
• Presentation based on our annual report
• Considering another submission reviewed data since 2002, we
used this timeframe

Pathology benefit paid has increased by 360% since 2002(not taking inflation into account).
Medical specialists have increased by 220% during the same time period.

Pathology has increased by 177% since 2002 (not taking inflation into account)

Pathology has increased by 85% since 2002 in real terms.
Medical specialists have increased by 71% during the same time period.

Member portion has decreased by 67% since 2006
Scheme portion has increased by 14.5 % since 2006

Pathology utilisation has increased cumulatively by 16% since 2002

CDL Condition
2006 Prevalence 2014 Prevalence
Hypertension
85.50
118.69
Hyperlipidaemia
42.00
55.53
Diabetes Mellitus Type 2
19.40
36.82
Asthma
24.20
29.52
HIV / AIDS
10.90
25.66
Hypothyroidism
13.30
17.78
Total
255.10
347.92

Increasing prevalence of CDL conditions since 2006

% Change
39%
32%
90%
22%
135%
34%
36%

Using the 2015 REF weightings table for “No CDL diseases” as an estimate of age risk and
the membership per age group per year

Drivers

member age
disease burden
PMB impact on scheme costs -

Need interventions to protect
existing members

Need interventions to
protect members – the
collective

Impact of drivers will vary by discipline
To consider pathology (and other costs) analysts must correct for:
Increases / declines in member’s portions
Inflation
Utilisation

Analyst need to consider benefit of service not only cost. The value of
this 5.1 % expenditure of gross contributions. Lower hanging fruit to
focus on to increase affordability of scheme.

Changing age profile
Changing disease burden
Access to specialists
Climate of litigation
Technology advancements that impact case mix
Practically all pathology services result from clinician referrals
Schemes (industry) need to explore models of co-ordinated care that:
Improve referral to appropriate clinicians
Improve clinician pathology referral
Improve appropriate pathology use eg. HbA1c / VL / CD4
Improve transparency of costs incurred by clinicians

Specific issues
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1. Request forms
• The test requisition form allows laboratories to collect data
accurately and includes data like age, gender, treating doctor,
hospital, ward, contact numbers, address details of the guardian or
parent, etc. and are designed to assist doctors in the clinical setting
they find themselves.
• ICD 10 codes and important clinical data are collected through this
request form. Commonly used tests are grouped together in a
logical format. As there are a few thousand tests available and only
space on an A4 page for between 50 – 100 different tests only the
most commonly requested tests can be accommodated. In addition
different specialities require different types of tests. This has led to
multiple request formats becoming available depending on the
specialty of the doctor.
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1. Request forms
• Various schemes have requested practices to customize request
forms for their purposes and that of their members. Practices also
provide request forms that are particularly useful in specialist
professions for example obstetrics and gynaecology practice where
gestational age and specific data related to assessing the risk for
Down’s syndrome before birth are recorded and taken into account.
• There are GP’s and specialists who do not use request forms at all
and use an ordinary blank page to write down the tests that they
wish to request. Individual NPG members have analysed the
pathology “spend” of these doctors with those of supporters who
use requisition forms and can advise that there is no obvious
correlation between use of a request form and higher pathology
spend.
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1. Request forms
• Intimating that use of a request form leads to higher and
unnecessary pathology spend (utilisation) without citing correlating
evidence (of that in South Africa) is irresponsible. In fact data from
individual NPG members reflects that the total pathology spend per
requisition was less on average when the standard requisition form
was used and more when a scheme designed requisition form was
used.
• There is no agenda or vested interest from NPG members to
enforce a set format for the test requisitions. GP’s and specialists
regularly approach laboratories to customise requisition forms for
them that suit their specific practice areas and NPG members are
happy to oblige. Similarly managed care organisations and medical
schemes may also request specific test requisition formats which
NPG members provide.
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Request forms – 2 examples
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2. ICD 10 coding
• The ICD 10 code is a clinical diagnostic coding system and not a
laboratory or pathology coding system. The GP and specialist are
responsible for the clinical diagnosis of the patient and any
pathology test requested should guide such diagnosis. Often when
requesting pathology tests GP’s and specialists are not yet in a
position to make a definitive diagnosis of the patient.
• A diagnostic code used by pathologists is the histology ICD 10 code
as the histologist is indeed making a diagnosis of malignant or nonmalignant growths or other inflammatory diagnosis. GP’s and
specialists do provide pathologists with ICD 10 codes in some
instances in which case laboratories do reflect these on the test
result and invoice issued. If not, laboratories use a clinical nonspecific diagnostic code which it allocates to patients where no ICD
10 code has been supplied by either the GP or specialist.
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3. NPG Guide to coding
• The NPG compiled proposals for the use of appropriate codes in
investigating specific disease conditions in order to assist members
with which codes to use. This applies both in the clinical pathology
disciplines and histopathology.
• These codes are not absolute and members may deviate from these
in their professional judgement. These deviations must obviously be
justified by the individual pathologists. The codes are periodically
reviewed and updated.
• The original coding guidelines were compiled with the assistance of
Professors E Wasserman (Microbiology), J Paiker (Chemical
pathologist), Charles Feldman (Clinician specialist), Guy Richards
(Clinician specialist), Phillip Badenhorst (Haematologist), Roger Pool
(Haematologist) and Dr J Pirie.
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4. Point of Care (POC) testing
• The use of Point of Care (POC ) or Point of Service (POS) testing is
part of a worldwide trend, which is especially marked in the USA.
• The objective is to generate an immediate result for patient care.
• Clinicians use this type of testing. In fact, even the local pharmacy
will perform limited point of care or service tests, for example
pregnancy or diabetes tests.
• A number of methods are available for this type of testing, e.g.
diabetic patients often use home monitoring devices which give
results quickly from a finger prick of blood. These instruments are
usually robust and detect major changes in the glucose level.
• POC is not an attempt to generate revenue; it is a far more costly
service for the laboratory.
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4. Point of Care (POC) testing
• In hospitals, POC testing is done individually at the patient bedside
by a nursing sister or medical technologist to obtain the most rapid
result. The technologies appear to be simple to use, but reagents
and disposables are costly. The laboratories purchase the capital
equipment and reagents for point of care testing and ensure that
quality control as well as maintenance, correct use and training, is
done. Pathologists are personally liable for results and errors, even
where a nursing professional or technologist perform the test.
• The use of POC devices in more acute or critical situations e.g. in
hospital under conditions of myocardial infarction or in intensive
care units, requires far more accuracy and an assurance of quality
as therapeutic decisions are made based on these results that can
be life threatening.
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4. Point of Care (POC) testing
• Responsibility for the results and quality remains that of the
laboratory professionals if the POC instrument was placed in the
hospital by the laboratory. The ISO has produced a document
specifically addressing the issue of proper quality of these types of
instruments (ISO 22870) as their use in the absence of appropriate
procedures and trained staff can lead to errors with serious
consequences.
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5. Pathologists & private hospitals
• Pathologists, like other healthcare professionals, may, subject to the
provisions set by the HPCSA’s Ethical Rule 23A, own shares in
private hospitals. Such shareholding agreements are provided to
the HPCSA, and may in no way relate to any treatment or other
targets, or constitute improper influence over the practitioner. The
NPG has noted that allegations have been made in relation to
shareholding and sole rights of pathologists. NPG is however unable
to respond to these allegations without any details.
• Hospital groups or for that matter any person or entity which is not
a registered pathology practice may not own or in any way directly
or indirectly own or share in the income generated from a
pathology practice. This is in terms of the HPCSA guidelines on
undesirable business practices.
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6. Employment by hospitals
• Some submissions have commented on the employment of doctors
as a ‘solution’ to increasing costs. In reference to pathology,
suggestions are made to establish pathology laboratories within
hospitals. The same suggestion also appears to be made by medical
scheme administrators.
• The HPCSA’s ethical rules, specifically, Ethical Rules 7(4), 7(5), 8(1)
and 18 specifically prohibits the employment of HPCSA-registered
healthcare professionals by persons not themselves registered in
the same professional category. For pathologists and radiologists,
shareholding of practices outside of these specialist categories are
also prohibited. These ethical rules have been evaluated by the
Competition Commission and have been found to comply with the
Competition Act, and hence no exemption from the Act was
necessary.
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6. Employment by hospitals
• The reason for this is obvious. The doctor becomes beholden to an
outside party, which party is not bound by the HPCSA ethical rules
or the Health Professions Act, and whose interests lie largely in the
commercial aspects of healthcare. There is therefore a very real risk
that patient care will be compromised. Pressure is reportedly
already experienced by practitioners in relation to the cost of care
they deliver, by medical schemes and/or hospitals.
• The HPCSA’s ethical obligation on the caring doctor focuses on the
patient as the first responsibility. Split loyalty by the doctor to an
‘outside’ employer has the very real risk of creating uncertainty and
confusion as to which party’s set of rules, or to be specific, ethical
rules, to follow. Only doctors are legally bound by the HPCSA’s
ethical rules. Hospitals and medical scheme administrators are not.
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6. Employment by hospitals
• There could be a very real risk of pressure on the laboratory to use
cheaper and less reliable analytical processes, reagents or tests
with the primary focus being cost containment as opposed to
reliable and quality outcomes. Reduced pathologist numbers will
result in diminished specimen / patient involvement and lack of
appropriate clinical advice by the pathologist. The laboratory will
become a results factory as opposed to being a source of reliable
diagnostic information and appropriate patient care. Overall
patient care will be compromised.
• The parties promoting employment of doctors and establishing
pathology service laboratories give no indication why this would be
less expensive.
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7. Reflex testing
• The terms “reflex” or “reflective” testing are used when
pathologists add additional tests. The term reflex is used when the
process is ‘automated’ i.e. by using rules within the information
technology system of the laboratory. The term ‘reflective’ is
preferred. This is indicative of an iterative process whereby the
pathologist views the result and adds additional appropriate tests.
• These tests are done for medical purpose and are kept to minimum.
The prime objective is to aid the clinician in diagnosis.
• Histopathology is a prime example, where additional diagnostic
stains or immunological techniques are added in order to accurately
diagnose a condition.
• This also applies to microbiology in identifying an infective
organism.
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7. Reflex testing
• It has been alleged that pathologists perform a plethora of
additional tests, some of which are not necessary, in certain
instances.
• NPG’s members report that the number of reflective tests is less
than 1% of all tests performed. It occurs most often in allergy
testing, but this is done in accordance with the ALLSA/NPG (Allergy
Society of South Africa) guideline.
• This type of testing also occurs in autoimmune disease and the use
of total/free PSA (prostate-specific antigen).
• Pathology practices get letters from doctors that document the
doctor’s specific algorithms and the pathologists then test
according to these instructions, it is never done automatically, as
consultation with the referring practitioner is necessary.
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8. Ethical code of conduct
• All NPG members must subscribe to the practices as outlined in the
NPG’s Code of Conduct (“the Code”). The Code expands on
undesirable aspects of practice. The Code is in addition to the
ethical rules of the HPCSA. The Code was drafted as an additional
standard for members to comply with, to ensure ethical actions of
pathologists and primarily to protect patients.
• In terms of the Code, a peer review process is available should
there be any complaint against a member or practice.
• Both the Code and the Peer Review process where originally
combined with the Guide to Coding in one document. It was later
de-linked as the Guide to Coding requires frequent updating. The
suggestion that the Code (or the Peer Review process) no longer
exists is not correct.
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